The Next

Level

Our Mission is to advance the great winning tradition at Central Dauphin
through the character development, academic development
and physical development of all players in a way that enables them
to reach their full potential while at Central Dauphin and in their lives
after graduation.
“It’s More Than Just Football!”
Success in the CD Rams Football program is not defined entirely by whether a player
participates in college football. Success is defined mainly by the degree of improvement made
in the on-going journey toward achieving the Mission.
That being said, if a player wants to continue his football career in college, we have built
a structure that gives all our players the best chance possible to do so. As evidence of this, we
have seen 80 CD Rams Football players accept offers to join the college football ranks since
2008.
In general, we prefer to call it the “college selection process” rather than the “recruiting
process”. The term “recruiting process” implies that players and families take a passive
approach and wait for opportunities to come to them, thus putting all the control in the hands
of the college coaches. Whereas by viewing it as the “college selection process”, the players
and families will take a much more active approach in finding the best possible fit for the
student-athlete and thereby exercising more control over the outcome.
To help our players and their families take a more active approach, we wanted to share
some helpful information about the process. The list provided on the ensuing pages certainly
does not encompass everything related to the college selection process. A great deal of
information is out there to say the least. But hopefully it will be a good start. If ever you have
any questions, please contact the head football coach, Glen McNamee at
gmcnamee@cdschools.org. Coach McNamee has had the benefit of seeing the process from
the perspective of a high school/college player, a Division II college coach for 5 years, and a high
school head coach for 11 years.
The biggest piece of advice we want to give to players and families is this: give your very
best effort in trying to achieve our Mission. For each aspect of our Mission, we have a Road
Map that spells out how to achieve that particular part of the Mission. Follow the Road Maps!
If you do, you will be in the best position possible to make your dreams come true after high
school.
For that reason, the following information is mostly organized around our Mission.
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“CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT”


College coaches often talk about finding and recruiting “good character kids”. This
phrase encompasses many character qualities. If you live by the “CD Football Character
Map”, you will help yourself greatly when it comes to being seen as a “good character
kid”. Here is the “CD Football Character Map”.
http://www.cdschools.info/cdramsclub/graphics/CharacterMap.pdf



The estimated value of a full scholarship can be a huge amount of money so be sure that
a coach will want maximum value from his investment and he will want players who are
low-risk. Some things that make a player low-risk in their eyes are: being mature,
responsible, and exercising good judgement.



One big criterion that coaches will use to evaluate players is attitude. Recruiters will be
much less interested or not at all interested in players who possess a bad attitude or
who are lazy.



College coaches DO check social media. There are many true stories of players losing
opportunities because of things they posted on social media. Don’t make the same
mistake! Right or wrong, coaches believe it provides a window of insight into the “real
you”. It also shows them what kind of judgement a player has.



When you shake hands and speak with coaches, look them in the eye and listen intently.
This can go a VERY long way.



Intangibles that college coaches use to separate similar athletic prospects include:
Coach-ability, Motivation, Listening, Enthusiasm, Discipline, Uniqueness and Happiness.



Stay away from trouble!
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“ACADEMIC DEVELOPMENT”


Work hard in the classroom. Follow the “CD Rams Road Map For Academic Excellence”.
http://www.cdschools.info/cdramsclub/graphics/roadmap.pdf



As mentioned above, the estimated value of a full scholarship can be a huge amount of
money so be sure that a coach will want maximum value from his investment and he
will want players who are low-risk. One big thing that makes a player low-risk in their
eyes is if he gets good grades.



Have a strategy to prepare for and do well on your SAT or ACT. It is a good idea to start
early. Don’t wait until the senior year to take the SAT or ACT. Begin the process of
preparing for and taking the entrance exam in the first half of the high school years.



For every goal you set for football, set one for academics.



Your ability to communicate in writing and speech will be important to the recruiting
process and your success in the college classroom.



Whether it’s right or wrong, many times college coaches associate “good students” with
being “good kids”.



Get good grades! Get good grades! Get good grades!
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“PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT”


Follow the “CD Football Road Map for Physical Development”. This will put you in a
MUCH better position for opportunities and success at the next level.
http://www.cdschools.info/cdramsclub/graphics/PhysicalMap.pdf



Some important criteria that coaches will use to evaluate players include: Height,
Weight, Body-Type, Ability, Athleticism, Speed, and Strength.



College coaches like “Athleticism” which includes: Athletic Ability, Quickness, Agility,
Balance, Competitiveness, Alertness, Strength, Explosiveness, Lateral Movement and
more. The first step in maximizing your potential in these areas is to attend all CD Rams
training sessions that you possibly can.



Don’t worry about how many other players bench 300+ pounds or who run the 40
faster. Worry about improving consistently through commitment and hard work so you
maximize your potential in all areas of athleticism.



Speed can be improved – you are not ‘stuck’ with your speed. Stretching, sprinting,
improving your form and strength will make you faster. Our off-season program is
geared toward improving speed.



Talk to your coach and ask him to rate you objectively in all areas as a player and
teammate. Then set goals and work hard to improve in all of his ratings over the next
year.



Your efforts in gaining size and strength will be only as successful as your dietary
program!



It is possible to add several pounds of muscle per year and remain athletic if you follow
our strength and conditioning AND nutrition programs.



Set goals and track your speed, weight and lifts through your four high school years for
improvement. This will be valuable information to share with college coaches you meet.



Study film and learn as much about your position, your scheme, and the game of
football in general.



Watch football, ask questions, and listen to your coaching so you know the game you
love to play.
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NCAA/NAIA and FINANCIAL AID INFORMATION


There are over 500 schools playing football in several divisions in college football
including FBS (formerly D-IA), FCS (formerly DI-AA), DII & DIII. You can see every NCAA
team by division at:
http://web1.ncaa.org/onlineDir/exec2/divisionListing



The NCAA web site has information on eligibility and recruiting. It is worth noting that
the NCAA established new rules for Division I eligibility which are now in effect. In 2018,
Division II will have new eligibility requirements taking effect. The website is:
http://www.ncaa.org/student-athletes/future/eligibility-center



Scholarships are not the only answer. Financial Aid is readily available at many schools.
Be prepared to establish an account and complete a FAFSA form online so schools can
evaluate your needs.
https://fafsa.ed.gov/



FBS is allowed a maximum of 85 scholarships and they do not split them up. FCS is
allowed a maximum of 63 scholarships. Division II is allowed a maximum of 36
scholarships. It is possible for a player to receive a partial scholarship along with other
aid (academic money, financial aid, etc…)
Division III does not have athletic scholarships.



The NAIA is a separate governing body from the NCAA with their own rules. There are
over 80 NAIA schools that play football. Here is the website for the NAIA:
http://www.naia.org/



The CDHS Guidance Office can also be helpful when it comes to NCAA rules and
Financial Aid information. Ms. Kristi Niebel is the Guidance Counselor who is most
responsible for helping student-athletes with this process.
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“COLLEGE COACHES”


Remember to always keep the college coach’s perspective in-mind. His job is on the line
in that he needs the best possible talent to win games so this is a critical process for
both of you.



As far as tangible items, there are three BIG things that college coaches want in the
recruiting process: film (hi-lite and one game preferably), a transcript and a way to get
in touch with the player. (twitter, phone number)



Create a hi-lite film on HUDL. College coaches now will search on-line for players’ hi-lite
films. Use your best moments on film. It’s quality more than quantity! Many college
coaches also want to see a complete game film for their evaluation.



Almost every FBS and FCS college now host prospect camps. These are one-day camps
where the coaches from the host school can evaluate high school players. They are
usually relatively low cost - $60 or so (although many are creeping up over recent years).
Some camps will have ONLY the coaches from that school. Other camps, such as the
University of Pittsburgh camp, will have coaches from other staffs there to evaluate
players. Even some Division II colleges are now having prospect camps. College coaches
place a great deal of value on being able to see players and interact with them in
person. That’s why these camps can be very important in the process for them.



Combines are events held by independent organizations. The people who run them will
share the results with colleges. FBS coaches can’t attend combines. But FCS, DII, and
DIII generally can. Combines that have the most coaches present are the ones where
you can get the most bang for your buck. Combine results – especially “national
combines” - can affect your ratings with online services such as Rivals and Scout.



Colleges will not necessarily stay in touch with you. If you want to know what’s going
on, you need to ask. If they’ve decided they are not interested, they will not call to say
so.



There are strict regulations regarding when and how coaches may contact you so do not
be surprised if your messages are not returned. And these rules can be different
depending on the level from which the coach is. These rules have changed over the
years and can possibly change again.
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The timeline for when college coaches identify, recruit, and offer scholarships is
generally different at each level. For example, DIII coaches will start evaluating and
recruiting players AFTER the senior football season. DII coaches will also. However they
are now doing more to identify players before the senior season. That’s why many of
them now have their own one-day prospect camps in the spring/summer. FCS coaches
will commonly identify and even offer scholarships to players before the senior season,
although they will also sometimes start recruiting and offering kids during or after the
senior season. FBS coaches often have most or all of their offers out to players before
the senior season begins.



A player can visit a campus at any age and at any time of the year. Visits can be
arranged through the Admissions Office. College coaches are also allowed to talk to
players in person if it is on their campus.



Official visits are visits in which the college pays for something. There are limits to the
number of official visits that can be taken (5). Visits in which nothing is paid for are
unofficial visits. There is no limit to the number of unofficial visits that can be taken.
Visits are very important because it gives a player a great idea as to how he feels about
the college, the location, the campus, the atmosphere, the facilities, coaching staff, etc…



If ever you mail anything to a college coach, make sure to stamp the outside of all of
your mailings “FOOTBALL RECRUITING” in red so they get to the right department.



The reality is this: College coaches, especially at the higher levels, place a great deal of
emphasis on potential based on physical attributes. This is why some players who are
exceptionally productive on the field do not get the offers one might expect. And,
conversely, some players receive offers despite not being as productive on Friday nights.
College coaches believe they can take a player with potential and physical tools and
MAKE him into a great college-level player. (Of course, there are always exceptions to
every rule.)
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MISCELLANEOUS


If a player wants to play football in college and goes about the process correctly, there is
an extremely good chance he will have the opportunity to play at the next level. Players
who never started a game in high school have realized their dream of playing in college.
We have examples of that from Central Dauphin. You can do what you believe you can
do!



The first step in the transition from high school to college is setting goals. You may want
to play in a large stadium or you may want to play where your family can watch you.
The important thing is knowing what you want! Set your goals and review them for
changes often. Maturity and reality dictates you will change your goals throughout your
high school years.



Do not expect to play the position in high school that you may be asked or told to play in
college. Your high school coach should play you where the team needs you. College
coaches know this.



There is life after football so your first focus in selecting a school should be academics
and “fit”.



Parents: when a student-athlete says “This is MY school! This is where I should be!”,
listen carefully. Trust your instincts.



Go to college football games so you can see them play in person. By going to games at
different levels of play (FBS, FCS, DII, DIII) you will be giving yourself a better idea of
where you might fit the best. It can also give you a better idea of what you need to
improve upon in order to be able to play at a particular level or school.



Have mentors and helpers but remember this process is for you, the player, so you must
be responsible for your goals, plans and actions in finding the right college to play
football.



Talk to players from Central Dauphin who play or played college football. They will give
you a unique perspective on the differences between high school and college football.



Many starting college football players went to school as “Walk-ons” and earned their
starting spot and, in many cases, a scholarship. A Walk-on is not guaranteed a spot on
the team – they must try out and earn their uniform, sometimes over the summer
months. A “Preferred Walk-on” is assured a spot on the team but does not receive an
athletic scholarship. Being a walk-on is a viable method to “playing on Saturday”
(getting on a college football team).



There are many paid “recruiting services” out there that can do a variety of things to
help with the process. Please make sure you are getting what you are paying for.

